
Protecting your shins is crucial for soccer players, and what better way to do it than with
personalized shin guards? Imagine stepping onto the field with shin guards adorned with your
favorite images and inspiring words, motivating you to give your all every game. That's the power of
sublimation shin guards – the perfect gift for soccer enthusiasts!

To make customizing shin guards faster and easier, Microtec presents our latest innovation: the Shin
Guard Heat Press. Say goodbye to complex setups and extra accessories – our heat press simplifies
the printing process with just a few easy steps, as effortless as using a mug press!

What's more, Microtec Shin Guard Heat Press is designed to seamlessly integrate with our ECH
Combo Heat Press Machines. Simply add the Shin Guard Heating Attachment, and you're ready to
dive into shin guard sublimation. But that's not all – you can also maximize its potential by pairing it
with other heating attachments for endless customization possibilities.

Key features of Shin Guard Heat Press:

Precision Printing: Our heat press machine ensures accurate and vibrant printing on shin guards,
giving you professional-quality results every time.

Easy Operation: With user-friendly controls and intuitive design, our machine makes customization
a breeze, whether you're a beginner or a seasoned pro.

Versatile Compatibility: Designed to seamlessly integrate with our ECH Combo Heat Press
Machines, our shin guard heat press  offers unparalleled versatility for all your customization needs.

Time-Saving Efficiency: Say goodbye to lengthy setup times and waiting for prints to dry. Our
machine delivers quick and efficient results, so you can focus on what matters most – perfecting
your designs.

Durable Construction: Built to withstand the rigors of daily use, our heat press machine is made



from high-quality materials, ensuring long-lasting durability and reliability.

 

 Model No. ECH-100E
 Machine Type Multifunctional, Swing Away

 Platen Size 220*175*150mm
Controller GY-04 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Voltage 120V/ 220V

 Power 900W
 Time Range  0-999 sec.

 Maximum Temp.  225 C

 Packing Size  52x52x52cm 
 Gross Weight  25kg



 

This Shin Guard heat press can transfer 3 different sizes of 3D Shin Guards. 





 


